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Vital Cut-Off Relay 
 
To ensure maximum operational safety in 
MicroLok II-based systems, all vital outputs (e.g. 
to switch machines, signals) are routed through a 
Vital Cut-Off Relay (VCOR), which is controlled by 
the system’s vital CPU board logic.  The VCOR is a 
key part of our “Inherent Fail Safety” design 
concept, which ensures that all signaling 
equipment under MicroLok II control is 
downgraded to the most restrictive state in the 
event of a critical fault.  Hitachi Rail STS USA’s 
highly dependable and service-proven PN-150HD 
or PN-150B relay serve as the VCOR in many 
MicroLok II-based applications. 

 

General Description 
The MicroLok II CPU board performs constant internal 
and external diagnostics and generates a “System 
OK” check signal as long as diagnostics are 
satisfactory.  While this signal is present, a Power 
Supply PCB output energizes the VCOR coil and 
keeps the relay’s power-carrying contacts closed.  In 
this condition, outputs to switch machines, signals, etc. 
are supplied their required operating power.  In the 
event of a non-recoverable system fault, the CPU 
sends a command to remove the Power Supply PCB 
output, thus deenergizing the VCOR coil and cutting 
off power to the vital outputs.  The signaling system is 
then reverted to the most restrictive state.  Note:  
MicroLok II VCOR circuits can be configured to 
independently light a red signal aspect even though 
the signal lamp power has been cut off. 

Note:  Refer to RSE-1D2.0 for Hitachi Rail STS USA’s 
new ViPro® CPU PCB, which directly drives the VCOR 
without the need of a CPS source. 

For applications using the standard MicroLok II 
cardfile, the VCOR is typically attached to rack 
mounting bars and base adjacent to the cardfile. 

The PN-150B biased relay is typically used as the 
VCOR in MicroLok II standard cardfile applications, 
however the PN-150HD can be provided for output 
circuits carrying higher total output current. 

MicroLok II Intermediate cardfiles are equipped with 
an Alstom Type 1 vital plug-in relay where this type of 
VCOR is required for circuit compatibility. 

 
Typical VCOR (PN-150B) Relay Installation 

 

PN-150B Vital Plug-In Relay 
Hitachi Rail STS USA’s PN-150B relay is designed for 
use circuits requiring contact capacities up to 4 
amperes.  This relay incorporates a 400 ohm coil, and 
6FB contacts consisting of low voltage silver-to-silver 
front contacts and silver-to-silver back contacts; refer 
to RSE-4E1 for additional information.  Double battery 
and return paths are wired to the relay to eliminate 
voltage drops.  No. 14 wire is typically used for 
connections between the cardfile and the relay.  
Applicable PN-150B specifications (order number 
N332500-701) are as follows: 
Contacts: 6FB 
Coil Resistance: 400 ohms 
Pick-Up: 0.0132A, 5.3 Vdc 
System Voltage: 10V 
 

PN-150HD Vital Plug-In Relay 
The PN-150HD vital plug-in relay has six transfer 
contacts.  Four are heavy duty contacts that can carry 
15 amperes up to 30 volts dc and ac.  The other two 
contacts are standard contacts with a 4-ampere 
capacity.  Contact your Hitachi Rail STS USA Account 
Executive for VCOR applications that may require this 
relay.  Refer to catalog section RSE-4E2 for the 
150HD’s detailed specifications. 
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Ordering Information 

• Refer to tabulation for VCOR ordering information, 
including PN-150B, PN-150HD and Alstom Type B-
1 relay and associated installation parts. 

 

 
VCOR and Relays and Installation Parts

Order No.                    Description Notes
N322500701 Vital Cut-Off Relay, Hitachi Rail STS USA PN-150B (1)
N322505701 Vital Cut-Off Relay, Hitachi Rail STS USA PN-150HD (2)
J070205-1463 Vital Cut-Off Relay, Alstom Type B-1 (3)
N451376-0302 Mounting Base for PN-150B Relay (4)
M451142-2702 Contact Springs for #14 - #16 wire --
M381333 PN-150B Rack Mounting Bars (5)(6)
M381298 Mounting Bar Clamps (6)(7)

Note (1):  See also RSE-4E1
Note (2):  See also RSE-4E2
Note (3):  Used only with selected MicroLok II cardfiles.  See RSE-1D1.
Note (4):  See RSE-4E2 to order PN-150HD base.
Note (5):  Two required.
Note (6):  Not required for selected MicroLok II cardfiles.  See RSE-1D1.
Note (7):  Four required  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MicroLok® and ViPro® are registered trademarks of Hitachi Rail STS USA, Inc. 


